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} Two key concepts
◦ Entities:
� An object that exists and is distinguishable from other objects

� Examples: Bob Smith, BofA, CMSC424

� Have attributes (people have names and addresses)
� Form entity sets with other entities of the same type that share the 

same properties
� Set of all people, set of all classes

� Entity sets may overlap
� Customers and Employees



} Two key concepts
◦ Relationships:
� Relate 2 or more entities 

� E.g. Bob Smith has account at College Park Branch

� Form relationship sets with other relationships of the same type 
that share the same properties
� Customers have accounts at Branches

� Can have attributes:
� has account at may have an attribute start-date

� Can involve more than 2 entities
� Employee works at Branch at Job
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} Details of the ER Model
◦ How to represent various types of constraints/semantic 

information etc.

} Design issues 

} A detailed example



} We may know:
� One customer can only open one account
� OR
� One customer can open multiple accounts

} Representing this is important
} Why ?
◦ Better manipulation of data
� If former, can store the account info in the customer table
◦ Can enforce such a constraint
� Application logic will have to do it; NOT GOOD
◦ Remember: If not represented in conceptual model, the domain 

knowledge may be lost



} Express the number of entities to which another entity 
can be associated via a relationship set

} Most useful in describing binary relationship sets



} One-to-One

} One-to-Many

} Many-to-One

} Many-to-Many
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} Express the number of entities to which another entity 
can be associated via a relationship set

} Most useful in describing binary relationship sets

} N-ary relationships ?
◦ More complicated
◦ Details in the book
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Figure 7.13 E-R diagram with a ternary relationship.

We can specify some types of many-to-one relationships in the case of non-
binary relationship sets. Suppose a student can have at most one instructor as
a guide on a project. This constraint can be specified by an arrow pointing to
instructor on the edge from proj guide.

We permit at most one arrow out of a relationship set, since an E-R diagram
with two or more arrows out of a nonbinary relationship set can be interpreted in
two ways. Suppose there is a relationship set R between entity sets A1, A2, . . . , An,
and the only arrows are on the edges to entity sets Ai+1, Ai+2, . . . , An. Then, the
two possible interpretations are:

1. A particular combination of entities from A1, A2, . . . , Ai can be associated
with at most one combination of entities from Ai+1, Ai+2, . . . , An. Thus, the
primary key for the relationship R can be constructed by the union of the
primary keys of A1, A2, . . . , Ai .

2. For each entity set Ak , i < k ≤ n, each combination of the entities from the
other entity sets can be associated with at most one entity from Ak . Each set
{A1, A2, . . . , Ak−1, Ak+1, . . . , An}, for i < k ≤ n, then forms a candidate key.

Each of these interpretations has been used in different books and systems. To
avoid confusion, we permit only one arrow out of a relationship set, in which
case the two interpretations are equivalent. In Chapter 8 (Section 8.4), we study
functional dependencies, which allow either of these interpretations to be specified
in an unambiguous manner.

7.5.6 Weak Entity Sets

Consider a section entity, which is uniquely identified by a course identifier,
semester, year, and section identifier. Clearly, section entities are related to course
entities. Suppose we create a relationship set sec course between entity sets section
and course.

Now, observe that the information in sec course is redundant, since section
already has an attribute course id, which identifies the course with which the
section is related. One option to deal with this redundancy is to get rid of the



} Simple vs Composite
◦ Single value per attribute ?

} Single-valued vs Multi-valued
◦ E.g. Phone numbers are multi-valued

} Derived
◦ If date-of-birth is present, age can be derived
◦ Can help in avoiding redundancy, enforcing constraints etc…
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} What attributes are needed to represent a relationship 
completely and uniquely ?
◦ Union of primary keys of the entities involved, and relationship 

attributes

◦ {instructor.ID, date, student.ID} describes a relationship 
completely
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Figure 7.7 E-R diagram corresponding to instructors and students.

• Rectangles divided into two parts represent entity sets. The first part, which
in this textbook is shaded blue, contains the name of the entity set. The second
part contains the names of all the attributes of the entity set.

• Diamonds represent relationship sets.

• Undivided rectangles represent the attributes of a relationship set. Attributes
that are part of the primary key are underlined.

• Lines link entity sets to relationship sets.

• Dashed lines link attributes of a relationship set to the relationship set.

• Double lines indicate total participation of an entity in a relationship set.

• Double diamonds represent identifying relationship sets linked to weak
entity sets (we discuss identifying relationship sets and weak entity sets later,
in Section 7.5.6).

Consider the E-R diagram in Figure 7.7, which consists of two entity sets, in-
structor and student related through a binary relationship set advisor. The attributes
associated with instructor are ID, name, and salary. The attributes associated with
student are ID, name, and tot cred. In Figure 7.7, attributes of an entity set that are
members of the primary key are underlined.

If a relationship set has some attributes associated with it, then we enclose the
attributes in a rectangle and link the rectangle with a dashed line to the diamond
representing that relationship set. For example, in Figure 7.8, we have the date
descriptive attribute attached to the relationship set advisor to specify the date on
which an instructor became the advisor.
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Figure 7.8 E-R diagram with an attribute attached to a relationship set.



} Is {student_id, date, instructor_id} a candidate key ?
◦ No. Attribute date can be removed from this set without losing key-ness

◦ In fact, union of primary keys of associated entities is always a superkey
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} Is {student_id, instructor_id} a candidate key ?
◦ Depends
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} Is {student_id, instructor_id} a candidate key ?
◦ Depends

l If one-to-one relationship, either {instructor_id} or {student_id} sufficient
l Since a given instructor can only have one advisee, an instructor entity can 

only participate in one relationship
l Ditto student
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} Is {student_id, instructor_id} a candidate key ?
◦ Depends

l If one-to-many relationship (as shown), {student_id} is a candidate key
l A given instructor can have many advisees, but at most one advisor per 

student allowed
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} General rule for binary relationships
◦ one-to-one: primary key of either entity set
◦ one-to-many: primary key of the entity set on the many side
◦ many-to-many: union of primary keys of the associate entity 

sets

} n-ary relationships
◦ More complicated rules



} What have we been doing

} Why ?

} Understanding this is important
◦ Rest are details !!
◦ That’s what books/manuals are for.



} Sometimes a relationship associates an entity set to 
itself

} Need “roles” to distinguish

course
course_id
title
credits

course_id

prereq_id prereq



} An entity set without enough attributes to have a 
primary key

} E.g. Section Entity
} Still need to be able to distinguish between weak 

entities
◦ Called “discriminator attributes”: dashed underline

course
course_id
title
credits

section
sec_id
semester
year

sec_course



} Sometimes a relationship associates an entity set to 
itself

} Need “roles” to distinguish

course
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title
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sec_id
semester
year

sec_course



person
ID
name
address

student

instructor
rank

secretary
hours_per_week

employee
salary tot_credits

Similar to object-oriented programming: allows inheritance etc.



} No relationships allowed between relationships
} Suppose we want to record evaluations of a student 

by a guide on a project

evaluation

proj_ guide
instructor student

eval_ for

project



} Nothing about actual data
◦ How is it stored ? 

} No talk about the query languages
◦ How do we access the data ?

} Semantic vs Syntactic Data Models
◦ Remember: E/R Model is used for conceptual modeling
◦ Many conceptual models have the same properties

} They are much more about representing the knowledge 
than about database storage/querying



} Basic design principles
◦ Faithful
� Must make sense
◦ Satisfies the application requirements
◦ Models the requisite domain knowledge
� If not modeled, lost afterwards
◦ Avoid redundancy
� Potential for inconsistencies
◦ Go for simplicity

} Typically an iterative process that goes back and forth



} Entity sets vs attributes
◦ Depends on the semantics of the application
◦ Consider telephone

} Entity sets vs Relationsihp sets
◦ Consider loan

} N-ary vs binary relationships
◦ Possible to avoid n-ary relationships, but there are some cases 

where it is advantageous to use them

} It is not an exact science !!



} Entity-relationship Model
◦ Intuitive diagram-based representation of domain knowledge, 

data properties etc…
◦ Two key concepts:
� Entities
� Relationships
◦ We also looked at:
� Relationship cardinalities
� Keys
� Weak entity sets
� …



} Entity-relationship Model
◦ No standardized model (as far as I know)
� You will see different types of symbols/constructs

◦ Easy to reason about/understand/construct

◦ Not as easy to implement
� Came after the relational model, so no real implementation was 

ever done
� Mainly used in the design phase



} Project 1 discussion

} Entity-Relationship Model Details

} Anatomy of a Web Application
◦ Project 2

} Converting from E/R Model to Relational Schema



} Three distinct eras of application architecture
◦ Mainframe (1960’s and 70’s)
◦ Personal computer era (1980’s)
◦ Web era (mid 1990’s onwards)
◦ Web and Smartphone era (2010 onwards)

(a) Mainframe Era (b) Personal Computer Era (c) Web era

Web Application Server

Database

Internet

Web browsersTerminals

Mainframe Computer

Propietary Network or
dial up phone lines Local Area Network

Desktop PCs

Database

Application
Program

Application
Program



} Web browsers and mobile applications have become de 
facto standard user interface 
◦ Wide cross-platform accessibility
◦ No need to download something

HTTP

browser

server

data

database server

web server and
application server

network

Three Tier or Two Tier Architectures



1. Web Browser (Firefox, Chrome, 
Safari, Edge)

2. HTML to render webpages
3. Javascript for “client-side scripting” 

(running code in your browser 
without contacting the server)

4. Flash (not supported much – too 
much security risk)

5. Java “applets” – less common 
today

• Flask, Django, Tomcat, Node.js, and 
others 

• Accept requests from the client and 
pass to the application server

• Pass application server response 
back to the client

• Support HTTP and HTTPS 
connections

• PostgreSQL, Oracle, SQL Server, 
Amazon RDS (Relational 
Databases)

• MongoDB (Document/JSON 
databases)

• SQLite --- not typically for production 
environments

• Pretty much any database can be 
used…

• Encapsulates business logic
• Needs to support different 

user flows
• Needs to handle all of the 

rendering and visualization
• Ruby-on-rails, Django, Flask, 

Angular, React, PHP, and 
many others



} Fair amount of complexity in here
} Need to deal with “user flows”
◦ Different types of actions user can take
◦ Typically multi-step flows across screens
◦ What happens when a user clicks this vs that

} Need to interface with the database
◦ To look up the information needed to show to a user
◦ To save updates made by the user

} Need to deal with rendering of the information
◦ Generating the HTML to show the information to the user
◦ Handling the “forms” for when a user makes changes



Figure from: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Specific-
Django-architecture_fig1_332023947

”views.py”:
- Fetch data from DB through models
- Do computations, create new objects, etc.
- Send data to “template”

”urls.py”:
- Map incoming URLs to Views

templates directory:
- Create dynamic HTML using the data sent 

by “view.py”
- A mix of HTML and embedded Django 

code 

”models.py”:
- Define the different types of entities and 

relationships
- Think E/R Model more than Relational
- Entities map to classes – relationships may 

be implicit or explicit
- Django takes care of creating the RDBMS 

schema





Project 2: “views.py”

- Get the event object from the database
- Get all the “status” associated with it
- Create the “context” object
- Pass it to “eventindex” template



Project 2: “eventindex.html”
Django command – pulls the title 
from the “event” object passed by 

views.py

You can do for loops and 
conditionals, but not arbitrary 
python (that’s for “views.py”



Project 2: “models.py”

sqlite> .schema mycalendar_event

CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS "mycalendar_event" 
( "id" integer NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT,

"start_time" datetime NOT NULL, 
"end_time" datetime NOT NULL, 
"created_by_id" integer NOT NULL REFERENCES "mycalendar_user" ("id") 

DEFERRABLE INITIALLY DEFERRED,
"title" varchar(50) NOT NULL);

Maps to a table in the backend (SQLite3) Database


